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The new Gray Street Main Entry features a clean and modern look to complement the yet to be completed large entry and exit
spaces.

Gray Street Main Entry and Level 1 refurbishment
Thank you for your patience during the Main Entry and Level 1 upgrades. Works are still in progress, but now
once you are inside, fresh white paint, new floor coverings and new wooden handrails have replaced the previous
interiors of olive green and pink.
The Gray Street Main Entry and Level 1 lift lobby are amongst the busiest parts of the Hospital, not only for staff,
but for visitors, with thousands of people using the main entry every week.

New food precinct works commencing
In the coming weeks, redevelopment work will commence on an exciting new food precinct where the old
cafeteria used to be, adding an important facility to the overall expansions and upgrades of the hospital.
Patients, visitors and staff will benefit from an extensive array of delicious, healthy food that will be prepared by
the Zouki team who has over twenty years’ experience in hospitality. You will be able to experience freshly
brewed coffee, delicious cakes, convenient salads, an array of hot food, creamy yoghurts, freshly made
sandwiches, a juice bar and an assortment of organic foods within a light filled comfortable environment.
The precinct refurbishment includes a building extension, featuring 240 new seating spaces. A new
interconnecting outdoor seating area covered with an architecturally designed roof structure is designed to
activate the central walkways of the hospital.
We look forward to this great addition to our new facilities.
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Out and about on site

Nicole Rennie and Marie Dreux were happy to find their new
work station ‘Mission Control’ on the Site Tour on 28 June.

Trying out the scrub sink in the new Operating Rooms. It
was given the big tick.

One of the new Operating Rooms, with new state of the art technology and equipment
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